NOTE:

6" MIN.

DETAIL FOR GROUND MOUNTED SOUND BARRIER POST FOUNDATION

6" MIN.

3'-6" MAX.

12" MIN.

10" MIN.

FOOTING DETAIL FOR SIDE BARRIER

POST FOUNDATION

1'-0" MAX.

6" MIN.

1'-6"

9"

9"

DESIGN HEIGHT 'H" FOR POST SIZE AND FOUNDATION DEPTH

8'-0" MINIMUM

DESIGN HEIGHT 'H" FOR FOUNDATION DEPTH

10'-0" MINIMUM FOR CORNER POST

2 MAX.

6" MIN.

SOUND BARRIER POST

POST FOUNDATION

1'-0" MAX.

3'-6" MAX.

TRAFFIC FACE OF TYPE 6 SERIES

TRAFFIC FACE OF TYPE 2 SERIES

TRAFFIC FACE OF TYPE 6 SERIES

TRAFFIC FACE OF TYPE 2 SERIES

REQUIRED FLASHING DAY NO GAP CONSTRUCTION

REVIEWED

APPROVED

DESIGNED

DRAWN

CHECKED

JPT/MCD

DPD

WMC

SWW

PVL

JPT/DLC

NOTE:

6" MIN.

DETAIL FOR GROUND MOUNTED SOUND BARRIER POST FOUNDATION

6" MAX.

SOUND BARRIER POST

POST FOUNDATION

1'-0" MAX.

6" MIN.

1'-6"